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Artificial nanowalkers are inspired by bimolecular counterparts from living 
cells. More than a dozen of nanowalkers have been fabricated and 
demonstrated by various rectification mechanisms and driving methods, 
including ratchet and burn-the-bridge for the former and fuels, enzymes, light 
for the latter. These nanowalkers have been applied to nanoscale molecular 
transportation, chemical synthesis and more. However, the design principles of 
these artificial nanowalkers remain far from comparable to the biomotors. In 
this study, we developed two DNA bipedal walkers based on design principles 
derived from cellular walkers. The first one is light-powered. This walker 
gains a direction by pure physical mechanisms that autonomously amplify a 
local asymmetry into a ratchet effect for long-range directional motion. 
Besides, this fully light-driven walker has a distinct thermodynamic feature 
that it possesses the same equilibrium before and after operation, but generates 
a truly nonequilibrium distribution during operation. The second walker is 
fuel-driven and autonomously operated. This nanowalker couples both a 
ratchet effect and a power stroke to its fuel consumption cycle in a stepwise, 
controlled manner, thereby effectively channels the chemical energy of a 
single fuel molecule into productive directional motion before its decay into 
random heat. Implementing both ratchet and power stroke mechanically, this 
rationally designed system provides clues on how purely mechanical effects 
enable efficient chemical energy utilization at the single-molecule level. The 
design principles demonstrated by the two nanowalkers exploit mechanical 
effects and are adaptable for use in other nanomachines. 
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In 1959, physicist Richard Feynman gave a renowned lecture at an American 
Physical Society meeting at Caltech namely “There's Plenty of Room at the 
Bottom”. After decades of time, Feynman’s words still prevail. In the talk, he 
postulated three feasible directions that physicists could put efforts on to 
explore “the plenty of room”: information encoding on small scale, advanced 
microscopic technologies and chemical synthesis by direct atom manipulation. 
Today, part of his dreams has been realized. Scientists have demonstrated hard 
disk systems [1] to store data at densities up to 1 Tb inch
−2 
(about 300 atoms 
per bit), close to the DNA’s data storage density (about 50 atoms per bit) in 
biology. Scanning microscopic technologies [2-6] are invented, which greatly 
expedite the discovery of nanoscale biological mechanisms. These nanoscale 
biological mechanisms, such as muscle contraction [7-12], DNA transcription 
[13], and molecular motors [14-23], exhibit the marvellous power of the 
natural nanomachines. In Feynman’s perception, if we were able to make and 
utilize these small machines, tiny hands in Feynman’s language, we could 
rearrange atoms and manufacture up to the nanoscale accuracy. One may raise 
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the question on the necessity of zooming down to nanoscale for fabrication 
and control. K. Eric Drexler, the man who introduced the name of 
“nanotechnology”, made an excellent argument in his book “Engine of 
Creation” [24] on this issue, which is “Our ability to arrange atoms lies at the 
foundation of technology”.  Hence, the quest for nanotechnology, especially 
the research on nanomachines, becomes inevitable in the interest of 
technology innovation. 
 Compared to localized nanomachines like molecular rotors, molecular 
walkers are capable of navigating a large distance by self-propelling and self-
directing. In a living cell, cytoskeleton-based molecular walkers like kinesin, 
myosin V and cytoplasmic dynein are the primary means of organelles 
transportation over long distance [14, 25]. The walker-based transportation is 
much more effective than random diffusion, especially for micrometre-sized 
cargos in the crowed cellular environment. Inspired by the cellar molecular 
walkers, more than a dozen artificial nanowalkers are made of engineered 
DNA molecules [26-38] or synthetic molecules [39, 40]. A notable example is 
a walker-based nanoscale assembly line [34] demonstrated by Seeman’s group. 
As another example, Hao Yan and his co-workers demonstrated a molecular 
robot that can be guided by its landscapes [28]. Beyond transportation, 
molecular walkers are found useful in chemical synthesis of sequence-specific 
peptides [27, 40]. In principle, artificial molecular walkers may also be used 
for force generation and track manipulation, as suggested by the biomotor 




An interesting parallel between macroscopic and microscopic worlds may tell 
the scientific importance of the artificial nanomotors. In the macroscopic 
world, steam engines of James Watt drive the great industrial revolution in late 
18
th
 century. Later on, Sadi Carnot’s efforts on seeking physical limits of heat 
engines establish a foundation for the 2
nd
 law of thermodynamics. The 
Carnot’s theory sets the upper limit for energy efficiency of heat engines, 
namely η = 1−T1/T2 [43], which states T1 and T2 as temperature of the two 
reservoirs between which an engine is operated. Similarly, thermodynamic 
limits are also crucial in the microscopic world. Nanomotors, often surrounded 
by an immediate environment of uniform temperature, high viscous friction 
and strong thermal fluctuations, must be described by non-equilibrium 
thermodynamics. Unlike equilibrium thermodynamics, non-equilibrium is still 
not an established edifice. Recent updates include Onsager reciprocal relations 
[44], Jarzynski equality [46], network theory [47], and cycle kinetics [49-59]. 
However, experimental prototypes are needed to verify the theoretical 
postulations. Limited by the current experimental techniques, it is difficult to 
extract the information of the intermediate states of biological machines whose 
reaction rates are too fast to capture and structural details are too complicated 
to resolve. As a result, it is generally difficult to verify the theoretical 
postulations by the biological motors. On the opposite, artificial motors often 
have a designed operation and structure, which might help to solve the puzzle. 
Besides, bio-mimic artificial motors might help the understanding of 
the biological motors themselves. The idea is to vary the structural parameters 
in the artificial systems to manipulate its performance and efficiency. By 
doing this, one might grasp clues of the mechanisms of biological motors.    




1.3.1 Physical Principles 
 
In the book theory of heat, Maxwell proposed the famous thought experiment, 
Maxwell demon, which could be considered as the first attempt of the artificial 
nanomotor design. It has two versions: “temperature demon’ and “pressure 
demon” as shown in Figure 1.1. In “temperature demon” experiment, the 
demon separates the molecules at a uniform temperature into “hot” and “cold”. 
In the “pressure demon” experiment, particles are only allowed to pass by one 
side to establish a pressure gradient in the end. Later on, Leo Szilard devised 
“Szilard engine” from “Maxwell’s demon” in order to set a mathematical 
relation between the demon’s intelligence and the thermodynamics process 
[58]. The concept of a purely mechanical Brownian motion machine was first 
explored by Smoluchowski, known as “Smoluchowski’s trapdoor”. In 
Smoluchowski’s trapdoor, the demon was replaced by a spring-loaded 
trapdoor, which is designed to be opened only by molecules moving in one 
direction but not the other [61-62]. Feynman, in his textbook “Lectures on 
Physics”, provided a pair of ratchet and pawl, which can rotate directionally 





Figure 1.1 | Maxwell’s demons. (a) Maxwell’s “temperature demon”. Particles 
with energy higher than the average are represented by red dots while blue 
dots are particles with energy lower than the average. (b) Maxwell’s “pressure 
demon”. 
 
Another benchmark of artificial molecular motor design is the concept 
of Brownian ratchet [60-79], which can be roughly divided into two categories: 
single particle models [62-71,73-75,78,79] and multiple feet models 
[61,72,76]. In single particle model, the motor is simplified into a single 
particle without any internal structure. The unidirectional motion is achieved 
by external field operations. The single particle models can be classified in 
many different ways (not always mutually exclusive). In [18], Zerbetto et al. 
grouped them into three types as shown in Figure 1.2: (1) Pulsating ratchets, 
(2) tilting ratchets and (3) information ratchets. Pulsating Ratchets are 
operated under a periodic potential whose minima and maxima might be 
varied. In tilting ratchets, the underlying potential remains and the temperature 
is raised to drive the Brownian particle. In both pulsating and tilting types, 
perturbations are exerted globally, independent of the particles’ positions. 
Information ratchet, the Brownian particle itself can report the position and 
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assist to modify the potential accordingly. The multiple-feet based on 
Brownian ratchets models provided possibilities, however, they are principally 
equivalent to the independent particle models since the energy supply of the 
system still relies on switching potentials and feet coordination, typically of 
biomotors, are often ignored. Studies have shown that Brownian motors often 
have very low energy efficiency [69, 75, 81, 82] comparing with biological 
motors, which are propelled not only by a ratchet-like effect but also through 
the active force generated by the conformational change, i.e. the so-called 
power stroke. Following the mechanistic studies of the biomotor kinesin, 
Wang proposed an approach for a synergic implementation of both ratchet-like 
and power-stroke-like effect in bipedal motors [83]. In this approach, both 
effects may arise from motor-track mechanics and associated free energies, 
and both effects additively rectify a motor’s direction. Wang’s work provides 
conceptual framework for biomimetic motor design for this study.  
In summary, previous studies on physical principles of nanomotor 
design provided simple and elegant mechanisms to produce directional motion 
in the theoretical perspective. The next challenge is how these thoughts can be 
materialized into real molecular structures. As experimental systems have 
evolved for millions of years, biological motors are apparently good models to 
follow. They are indeed far more advanced compared with the current motor 
designs in many aspects. Hence, this study mainly follows the bio-mimic 






Figure 1.2 | Three classical ratchets. (a) An example of the pulsating ratchet 
[66]. At the starting point, the particles are trapped in one potential well. After 
switching off the potential, the particles tend to randomly diffuse. Then 
switching back the potential, the asymmetry well might induce more particles 
to drop into the right adjacent well rather than left. (b) An example of the 
tilting ratchet [66]. Similar to the pulsating ratchet, instead of shutting down 
the potential, push up the energy of particles by raising the temperature to 
redistribute them. (c) An example of the information ratchet [69]. Here, the 
particle is able to sense and report the asymmetry of potential well. The energy 
barrier forward is removed locally and the particles are statistically pushed 
forward by the thermal forces.      
  
 
1.3.2 Status of experimental research on artificial 
molecular walkers 
 
Remarkable success has been reported till today on the experimental frontier 
[26-40]. Majority of these works are done based on self-assembled DNA 
systems [26–38], the rest using small synthetic molecule [39, 40]. These 
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walkers could be roughly divided into three groups: single-foot walker [26-28, 
30, 32, 33, 40], bipedal walker [29, 31, 35-39] and multiple feet walker [34]. 
To drive a single-foot walker and some of the bipedal walkers, a method so 
called burn-the-bridge [26-34, 40] illustrated in Figure 1.4(a) is used to attain 
a directional motion, namely by destroying the traversal binding sites of the 
track to prevent backward step or by covering the backward step with strongly 
bound fuels. The burn-the-bridge method makes the track not reusable. 
Besides, a motor’s directional motion by this method is not a truly cyclic 
process as the biological motors. Rather, it is more like a single downhill 
process along a free-energy landscape as the motor-track system changes its 
chemical identity and undergoes different equilibrium states.   
 
 
Figure 1.3 | Walking fashions of artificial bipedal nanowalkers. The black line 
with two empty circles represents the motor. The two feet noted with A or B 
can be the same or different chemical components depending on the walking 






For bipedal walker and multiple-feet walker, they mostly follow two 
walking fashions: “hand-over-hand” [29, 31, 35-39] and “inchworm” [35].  In 
the "inchworm" fashion as shown in Figure 1.3(a), one of motor’s feet always 
leads, moving forward a step before the trailing head catches up. In the "hand-
over-hand" fashion as shown in Figure 1.3(b), a motor’s foot step past one 
another, alternating the lead position. Implementations of  the two walking 
fashion involves fuel replacement [35, 36, 39] and ratchet mechanisms [37, 38] 
besides burn-the-bridge [29, 31]. The fuel replacement, illustrated in Figure 
1.4(b) is mainly explored in heterodimer bipedal walkers or multiple-feet 
walkers. These walkers often contain chemically different feet that can be 
detached from the track sequentially and selectively through complementary 
single-stranded fuels. Fuel replacement method normally cannot propel long-
range directional movement because it may quickly run out of sequences for 
leg replacement. Similar to burn-the-bridge method, the fuel replacement also 
drives the motor through multiple equilibrium states. 
 
Table 1.1: Summary of artificial motors 
 
 
A physically more sophisticated method is ratchet (illustrated in 
Figure 1.4(c)) implemented by Green et al. [37,38] in a DNA walker-track 
system in which the walker can move directionally by fuelling the rear foot 
Foot Component Walking Fashion Walking mechanism 









Hand-over-Hand Burn-the-bridge  
Ratchet  
Multiple feet walker Hand-over-Hand Fuel replacement 
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only although the two feet are chemically identical . The magic is that the 
walker-track structure forces a competition between the two feet, and exposes 
different parts of the feet depending on their positions on the track so that the 
fuel only recognizes the rear foot. The study demonstrates a real example of 
the Brownian ratchet concept, which achieves a closed cyclical chemical 
process. However, it is no doubt that the cellular counterparts, the biomotors, 




Figure 1.4 | Examples of burn-the-bridge, fuel replacement and ratchet. The 
lines ended with the closed circle represent the motors. The inner structure of 
the motors in the black part might be ignored if not related to mechanisms. (a) 
Burn-the-bridge method. The image is adapted from [26].  The track is made 
of RNA and the walker is made of a DNAzyme which can cut the RNA into 
short pieces. The motor is initially fixed at the first position. The walker would 
cut the first binding site and branch migrates to the second binding site. (b) 
Fuel replacement method. The image is adapted from [35]. Both the motor and 
track are made of DNA. The motor is fixed at the starting point by two strands 
represented by blue-red and brown-green lines. Fuel 1 is added in order to 
Burn-the-bridge Fuel Replacement Ratchet 
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replace the blue-red one so that the rear feet can be detached. Then the Fuel 2 
is added to switch the motor to the second position. (c)  Ratchet method. The 
image is adapted from [37]. Both of the motor and track are made of DNA. 
The most stable secondary structure only expose the recognition site on the 
rear foot, not the front foot, so that only rear foot is detached from the track 
and front foot remains attached. Nicking enzyme can cut the fuel strands on 
the lifted foot into short pieces. These short pieces would dissociate from the 
motor foot by thermal fluctuations. Therefore, the motor foot is able to 
reattach onto the track and steps forward.   
     
 
1.3.3 Biological bipedal walkers 
 
Comparing with the artificial bipedal walkers, biological bipedal walkers 
demonstrate a superior performance in many aspects such as speed and energy 
efficiency. Here we discuss two very important biological bipedal walkers: 
kinesin-1 and Myosin V, which are also the mechanistic models for the two 
projects in this study.   
As the smallest processive bipedal walker, kinesin-1 is first discovered 
in squid in 1985 [15]. Kinesin-1 is able to move 100 steps (each step is ~ 8nm 
[84]) per second along its track (microtubule filaments) and cover over 1μm 
[85] in a consecutive run. It can resist a force as large as 7 pN [94-97], and 
reaches a maximum energy efficiency of around 60% ~ 70% (one step 
consumes one ATP that releases energy of approximately 20 ~ 23kBT). 
Without load, kinesin-1 maintains a nearly perfect single direction during its 
movement: only 1 backward step in 1000 forward steps on average [87].  
 




Figure 1.5 | Illustrations of kinesin-1 walker.(a) and (c) are adapted from [89]. 
(a) The structure components of kinesin-1. (b) Crystallographic structure of 
the human kinesin motor domain [90]. (c) The chemomechanical cycle of 
kinesin-1. α and β denote α-tubulin and β-tubulin respectively. Microtubule is 
represented by the grey track. ‘+’ and ‘−’ denote the plus end and the minus 
end of the track.  
 
Kinesin-1’s outstanding performance attributes to its structural 
property and extraordinary working mechanism. Kinesin-1 is a bipedal walker 
which is dimerized by two identical protein monomers (Figure 1.5). The two 
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heads of the motor, similar to the two feet of man, are connected by two soft 
peptide chains called neck-linkers. Kinein-1 moves along the microtubule in a 
hand-over-hand fashion, just like a man’s walk [91]. The two heads of kinesin-
1 can cooperate with each other in ATP consumption [92, 93]. As shown in 
the state 3 of Figure 1.5(c), at the single head binding stage, the free head 
always steps forward by a zippering effect, which is powered by the ATP 
binding at the track-bound head [94, 95]. At the double head binding stage, the 
rear head always derails off the track first, powered by phosphate (Pi) release, 
called ATP-gating mechanism [96, 97]. These two core mechanisms, 
zippering and ATP-gating, form the unique chemomechanical cycle that 
facilitates the supreme performance of kinesin-1.  
Myosin V is another processive biomotor. Different from kinesin-1, it 
walks along the actin filament for cargo transportation inside living cells. Its 
stepsize is much larger (~ 36nm [98-100]) than kinesin’s. Similar to kinesin, 
Myosin V has two identical heads which can hydrolyse ATP to power the 
unidirectional motion. Also, the two heads are joined by neck-neck junction, 
which is a coiled coil dimerization domain. In addition, myosin V walks by 
hand-over-hand gait [101]. Interestingly, myosin V adopts a chemomechanical 
cycle different from kinesin-1. For myosin V, previous studies [102, 103] 
found that an ADP-bound head has a high affinity with its track (actin) but an 
ATP-bound head detaches from actin quickly. Furthermore, the rate-limiting 
process [102, 103] in the myosin V catalytic cycle is ADP release from an 
actin-bound head. Other studies [102-106] suggest that two distinct 
conformations co-exist for ADP-bound head attaching to the actin, and a 
power stroke [98, 99, 105] mechanism is proposed to explain the directional 
bias in myosin V’s single head bound state, which is principally similar to the 
kinesin’s zippering effect. The distinct conformations also allow the rear head 
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
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but not the leading head [20, 21, 107, 108] to release ADP to form an empty 
state. Consequently, only the rear head is able to derail by the ATP binding, 
and the leading head cannot. Figure 1.6(c) summarizes the chemomechanical 
cycle that can fit the current findings. In state 1, the rear leg at empty state is 
available for ATP binding. The ATP binding allows the level arm of the front 
head to lean forward, which is the power stroke. Then the free leg binds 
forward preferentially after the ATP hydrolysis. The system returns to state 1 





Figure 1.6 | Illustrations of myosin V walker. (a) The structure components of 
myosin-V. (b) Crystallographic structure of the unbound-ATP myosin V 
motor domain [109]. (c) The chemomechanical cycle of myosin V. Actin 
filament is represented by the grey track. ‘+’ and ‘−’ denote the plus end and 
minus end of the track.  
 
 
1.3.4 A sketch of a good artificial nanowalker 
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In the previous section, three factors have been listed to classify artificial 
nanowalkers: foot components, walking fashions and walking mechanisms. 
Each factor has multiple options and their combinations might yield endless 
choices to build up artificial nanowalkers out of men’s intelligences. However, 
the natural evolution mainly uses one combination to make the biological 
nanowalkers: homo-bipedal structure, hand-over-hand gait and combinatorial 
mechanisms integrating ratchet –like and power-stroke-like mechanism. Are 
there great advantages to choose one over others? Thinking further, you surely 
would be amazed by the simple but efficient strategy that nature has taken for 
millions of years, and undoubtedly never be regret to follow the pace of the 
nature. 
Why homo-bipedal? In cell, the biological walkers are mainly 
responsible for transportation. A single foot walker cannot implement this 
function since it is difficult to position the cargo on a single foot walker. And 
its walking mechanisms are also limited. Then what about walkers with more 
than two feet? Would this add any benefits, such as speed or energy efficiency?  
The answer is unknown. But adding more feet might increases the materials 
for fabrication. Another possibility is heterodimer walkers, which anyway 
require two kinds of fuels to drive. This is not economical for life to create and 
store multiple sorts of fuels.     
Hand-over-hand or inchworm? Assuming  the same distance between 
the two attaching points of a hand-over-hand bipedal walker and an inchworm 
one, a fuel consumption trigger a full step that is as two times large for hand-
over-hand walker as for the  inchworm one.   If the total energy is the same for 
each fuel molecule, the energy efficiency of the inchworm walker is only one 
half of the hand-over-hand walker.  
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Why combinatorial mechanisms? Its advantage is explained by a 
quantity called directionality [81] that is introduced in order to quantify 
directional fidelity for a motor’s forward stepping. A theoretical study [81] 
shows that motors that are based on ratchet or  power stroke alone generally 
have no more than 50% directionality, and the combinatorial motors like 
biological ones integrating both mechanisms are capable of close to 100% 
directionality.  
In conclusion, a bio-mimic strategy might be the best one for artificial 
nanomotor design since nature has displayed the extraordinary performance 
and profound underlying mechanisms.      
 
 
1.4.1 The aims of the study  
 
Artificial nanowalkers are inspired by biomolecular counterparts from living 
cells, but remain far from comparable to the latter in design principles. 
Mechanistic biomimicry has the potential to revolutionize the design of 
nanowalker by capitalizing on the mechanistic solutions and associated 
science preselected by natural evolution. In this thesis, we aim to fabricate and 
characterize the artificial nanowalkers designed through the bio-mimic 
strategy. We plan to construct two DNA nanowalkers with homo-bipedal 
structure, hand-over-hand gait and combinatorial mechanisms integrating both 
ratchet-like and power-stroke-like mechanism. The feasibility of motor-track 
systems will be tested using florescence approaches. The first walker will be 
light-powered and waste-free. We will explore the methods of driving it by 
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pure physical mechanism. Furthermore, we will study distinct thermodynamic 
features of the walker-track system, which possesses the same equilibrium 
before and after operation. The second walker will be fuel-driven and 
autonomous operated. This walker will couple both ratchet-like and power-
stroke-like mechanisms to its fuel consumption cycle, thereby channel the 
chemical energy of a single fuel molecule into productive directional motion 
before decay into random heat. The fuel-driven walker will provide clues on 
how purely mechanical effects enable efficient chemical energy utilization at 
the single-molecule level.  
 
1.4.2 Overview of the Thesis 
 
This thesis is divided into five chapters. The content in each chapter are 
discussed briefly in this section. 
Chapter One provides an introduction to the field of artificial 
nanomotor. Section 1.1 briefly reviews the current devolvement of 
nanotechnology and potential technological applications of nanomachines.  
Section 1.2 discusses the scientific importance of the nanomachines. Section 
1.3 is a detailed discussion of existing artificial walkers and biological walker 
with an emphasis on their design principles. The existing artificial walkers are 
summarized into a table according to the properties such as foot components, 
walking fashion and walking mechanisms. Next, the biological walkers, 
kinesin-1 and myosin V, are analysed. Finally, a comparison between the 
artificial walkers and biological walkers clarifies characteristics of a good 
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motor and apparently emphasize that a bio-mimic strategy is a best way to 
construct a good artificial nanowalker.  
Chapter Two contains the experimental and theoretical methods related 
to this study. In section 2.1, the methods for DNA motor-track fabrication are 
introduced including sample preparation procedures, DNA self-assembling 
methods, annealing and gel electrophoresis are introduced. In section 2.2, the 
methods for driving artificial nanomotors are discussed including various fuel 
driving and light driving. In section 2.3, the mobility detection methods are 
discussed, mainly focused on Gel electrophoresis and Florescence 
Spectroscopy. Section 2.4 covers DNA sequence design.  
Chapter Three presents the design and fabrication of a light driven 
artificial nanowalker, the results of mobility measurement and kinetic 
modelling for data analysis. Chapter Four shows the design and fabrication of 
a fuel driven artificial nanowalker and its experimental characterization. 






2.1.1 DNA Self-assembling Methods 
 
Construction of molecular-scale structures and devices is one of the key 
challenges of the emerging discipline of nanoscience. It is an urgent need of 
novel approaches to fabricate robust, error-free complex devices out of a large 
number of molecular components. Self-assembly, as a new bottom-up method 
to construct molecular structures, attracts a great deal of attentions. Taking the 
advantages of DNA materials in sequence-specific binding and robust 
geometrical structures, DNA self-assembly blooms with numerous exciting 
developments. The DNA self-assembly approaches could be classified into 
two categories: tile-based in Figure 2.1(a) and scaffold-based in Figure 2.1(b). 
A DNA tile is designed and fabricated as a building block, and a final 
nanostructure is assembled by grouping DNA tiles using the sticky ends. 
Different DNA tiles like DX Tiles [110], TX Tiles [111] and Cross Tiles [112] 
have been demonstrated.  
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Different from the tile-based design method, the scaffold-based 
method folds a very long single-stranded DNA (called DNA scaffold) into a 
desired nanostructure by introducing short “staple” single-stranded DNA 
sequences, which are designed to be complementary to certain subsequences 
of the DNA scaffold. The scaffold-base method is also known as DNA 
origami [113]. A latest review [114] by Gothelf et al. summarizes the recent 
developments of DNA origami.  
 
 
Figure 2.1 | Illustration of tile-based self-assembling method (a) and scaffold-
based assembling method (b).  
 
In the first project of this study, we used the tile-based method to 
fabricate our tracks from a single type of tiles. In the second project of the 
study, in order to integrate multiple dyes into the system, we used an origami-
like track formation. In this method, short “staple” ssDNA strands (single-
stranded DNA strand) are assembled onto a long single scaffold strand. The 
details of the two tracks are described separately in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.    




2.1.2 DNA strands and Buffer 
 
2.1.2.1 Azobenzene-tethered light-responsive DNA Strands 
 
The azobenzene-tethered DNA strands (Figure 2.2) were purchased from 
Nihon Techno Service Co.Ltd, Japan. The azobenzene-tethered DNA strands 
were synthesized by introducing azobenzene moieties into DNA backbones 
[115]. The DNA duplex formed by an azobenzene tethered strand and a 
conventional DNA strand can be reversibly broken and re-formed by optically 
switching the azo-moieties between a cis-form and trans-form (Figure 2.2). 
When the azobenzene takes a trans-form under visible light, a stable duplex is 
formed. Under UV-light irradiation (300nm < λ <400nm), the azobenzene 
turns to cis-form to break the duplex into two strands. In our study, we used 





Figure 2.2 | The photo-regulation of DNA hybridization of Azobenzene-
tethered DNA Strands (adopted from [115]). 
 
 




 buffer was used as the annealing buffer to assemble the motor and 
track. TAE/Mg
2+
 buffer is composed of 40 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 20mM acetic 
acid, 2mM EDTA and 12.5mM magnesium acetate. Tris is an organic 
compound known as tris (hydroxymethyl) aminomethane, with the formula 
C4H11NO3 and a molecular weight 121.14 g/mol. Tris can buffer solutions 
from drastic pH changes. EDTA (ethylene di amine tetra acetic acid) has a 
molecular formula of C10H14N2O8Na2.2H2O and a molecular weight of 372.24 
g/mol. EDTA has the ability to chelate metal ions in 1:1 metal-to-EDTA 
complexes to protect DNA. Magnesium acetate is the magnesium salt of acetic 
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acid. Its chemical formula is Mg(CH3COO)2. In this compound, the 
magnesium metal has an oxidation state of 2+. Excessive Mg
2+
 stabilizes DNA 
double strands and prevents denaturation of DNA. If the solution contains 
chelators such as EDTA or EGTA, the optimum concentration of apparent 
Mg
2+
 may be shifted to higher values.  Acetic acid (ethanoic acidpronis) is 
an organic compound with the chemical formula CH3COOH. It is classified as 
a weak acid and can be used to adjust pH values of the buffer. 
 
2.1.3 Sample preparation 
 
2.1.3.1 UV spectroscopy 
The concentration of a DNA stock solution is determined by ultraviolet 
spectroscopy. Spectroscopy is a technique that measures the interaction of the 
molecules with electromagnetic radiation. Light in the near-ultraviolet (UV) 
and visible range of the electromagnetic spectrum is used to promote electrons 
from the ground state to an excited state. A spectrum is obtained when the 
absorption of light is measured as a function of frequency or wavelength. 
DNA has substantial absorbance in the UV region and hence UV absorption 
spectroscopy is the suitable device for determining the concentration of DNA. 
Absorption spectroscopy is usually performed with molecules 
dissolved in a transparent solvent, for example, aqueous buffers. The 
absorbance of a solute depends linearly on its concentration Also, 
spectroscopic measurement is sensitive and non-destructive, and requires only 
a small amount of DNA samples at low concentration, which are normally the 
case throughout this study. 
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The Beer-Lambert law gives the relation between the absorbance (A) 
and concentration (c) of the sample. The relation is written as: 
 
     (
   
 
)      
             (2. 1) 
 
Here, ε is the absorptivity. l is the length of the cell (1 cm in most cases). I0
 
and I are the intensity of the incident light and the transmitted light, 
respectively. The Beer-Lambert law can only be applied to solutions of 
relatively low concentrations. In order to obtain maximum sensitivity, 
measurements are often performed at a wavelength corresponding to the peak 
maximum, λmax where the change in absorbance per unit of concentration is 
greatest. For normal DNA sample, λmax is 260nm. For azobenzene-tethered 
DNA strands, another peak maximum occurs at 380nm, which is near 
maximum absorbance of azobenzene. 
The frozen DNA samples from the commercial suppliers are of high 
concentration. For concentration measurement using Beer-Lambert law, the 
stock solution is diluted by a factor of 100-1000. The absorbance of the buffer 
is zeroed by loading the buffer alone. The absorbance at 260nm (A260) of 
DNA solution was then obtained. The concentration of the diluted solution is 
determined by the Beer-Lambert’s law. The value of ε for double stranded 




. According to the value, A260 of 1 corresponds to 
a ds-DNA concentration of 50µg/ml. 
 
2.1.4 Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) and 
Purification 
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Native or non-denaturing polyacrylamide gels are used for separation and 
purification of assembled DNA complexes. The principle is that the mobility 
of the DNA molecules can be affected by the base composition, the sequence 
and the secondary structures. The percentage of the gels must be chosen 
properly to obtain the best analytical results. 
The procedure of native polyacrylamide gels is as follows. Gel plates 
of 10 x 8 cm
2 
are washed thoroughly and rinsed first with distilled water, and 
then with ethanol before the plates are air-dried. The plates are assembled, 
secured by clamps and put on the plates stand with spacers.  The gel solution 
with the desired polyacrylamide percentage can be prepared according to 
Table 2.1, in which the sum amount of each component is 12ml. After 
TEMED is added, the gel starts to polymerize. Add the gel solution between 
the two plates. Immediately insert the appropriate comb into the gel and try to 
avoid air bubbles under the teeth. Make sure that no gel solution leak from the 
gel caster. Allow the acrylamide to polymerize for 30-60 minutes at room 
temperature. After polymerisation is completed, the glass plates are secured 
into the electrophoresis system. Carefully pull the combs from the 
polymerized gel and add running buffer (1*TBE). Mix the DNA samples with 
the appropriate amount of gel loading buffer and load the mixture into the 
wells. Connect the electrodes to a power pack. Turn on the power. The voltage 
is set in the range of 80V-100V accordingly. Run the gel (usually within 1 
hour) until the mark dyes have migrated the desired distance. After the run 
was completed, the gel is carefully transferred into a staining chamber and 
Sybr stained for 10-40 minutes. Take out the gel from the stain and scan using 
Gel-documentation system. By analyzing of the gel image, the bands of the 

















4% 1.6 8 1.2 200 10 
6% 2.4 7.2 1.2 200 10 
8% 3.2 6.4 1.2 200 10 
10% 4.0 5.6 1.2 200 10 
 
The QIAEX II Gel Extraction Kit is used to extract and purify DNA 
products from the polyacrylamide gel. All the reagents used here came from 
the Kit except the diffusion buffer. Before starting the purification, obtain the 
gel image and excise the gel slice containing the desired DNA band. Weigh 
the gel slice and add 1-2 volumes of diffusion buffer (0.5 M ammonium 
acetate; 10mM magnesium acetate; 1mM EDTA, pH 8.0; 0.1 % SDS) to 1 
volume of gel (i.e., 100-200ul for each 100mg of gel). Incubate the mixture at 
50 Celsius degree for 30 minutes. Alternatively, the mixture can be kept in 
fridge for several days to accumulate samples and improve the diffusion 
efficiency. Microcentrifuge the sample for 1 minute.  Carefully remove the 
supernatant using pipets and pass it through a Whatman GF/C filter to remove 
any residual polyacrylamide. For the DNA fragments > 100bp, add 3 volumes 
Buffer QX1. Check that the colour of the mixture is yellow. Resuspend 
QIAEX II by vortexing for 30s. Add 10 µl of QIAEX II and mix. Incubate the 
mixture at room temperature for 10 min. Vortex every 2 min to keep QIAEX 
II in suspension. Centrifuge the sample for 30s and remove supernatant. Wash 
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the pellet twice with 500 µl of Buffer PE. Air-dry the pellet for 10-15min or 
until the pellet becomes white. To elute DNA, add 20 µl of TE buffer and 
resuspend the pellet by vortexing. Incubate for 5 min at room temperature. 
Centrifuge for 30 seconds and carefully transfer the supernatants into a clean 
tube. For detail explanations, check QIAEX II Gel Extraction Kit manual. 
 
 
Essentially, directional motion of a nanomotor is a cyclical process in which a 
driving force triggers a sequence of conformational changes inside the 
nanomotor, which are rectified into a directional motion on an asymmetric 
track. Hence, two issues need to be addressed in the design of nanomotors. 
One relates to how to select and implement a desired sequence of 
conformation changes. The other connects to energy injection, in other words, 
the force generation that drives whole set of conformational changes. 
Biomotors such as kinesin and myosin V are powered by the hydrolysis of 
ATP, which releases 20 ~ 23kBT per ATP molecule at a rate of around 100 s
-1
. 
While the products of ATP hydrolysis ADP and Pi may be reused in the 
reverse ATP synthesis by another biomotors (e.g. F1F0-ATPase), it is rather 
difficult to utilize ATP in the artificial motor systems. This task is equivalent 
to designing an artificial ATPase, which is beyond the capacity of molecular 
control at the current stage.  
Logically, there are two solutions to the problem of energy injection: 
one is closed-contact molecule-molecule interactions; the other is action-at-a-
distance field-molecule interaction like photon-molecule interaction. ATP 
hydrolysis falls into the category of molecule-molecule interactions. For 
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artificial DNA nanomotors, similar methods have been introduced including 
short DNA strands as fuels [35, 36, 39], fuel enzymes like T4 ligase [32] and 
fuel-cutting enzymes like nicking enzyme [26-28, 30, 37]. Without the extra 
enzymes, more than one type of DNA fuels must be added to the system to 
recover the initial states. The fuel-cutting enzyme method allows use of a 
single type of fuel. But the systems use the enzyme method usually cannot 
recover the initial states. For example, in the “burn-the-bridge” case, the 
enzyme permanently destroys some chemical bonds of the track system. As 
means of remote molecular control, field-molecule interactions may be used to 
activate molecular conformations e.g. by light irradiation [33, 117, 118], pH 
change [119, 120] , electric or magnetic fields.  
Our two nanomotors are powered by two different energy sources. The 
first nanomotor used light irradiation [118]. The details will be discussed in 
Chapter 3. The second one is fuel-driven, which employs both DNA fuels and 
enzyme, which would be examined in Chapter 4. 
 
 
Ideally, one may want to video-capture the whole dynamic process of a 
moving nanomotor using a super-microscopy technology of enough special 
and time resolution. There are three main branches of microscopy: optical, 
electron, and scanning probe microscopy. Optical microscopy is normally 
subjected to the diffraction limit, capping the spatial resolution to 
approximately 200nm for visible light, which is often too low to visualize 
nanomotors. The electron and scanning probe microscopy provide enough 
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resolution but often require dry and immobilised samples. These issues are 
being addressed by the recent development in super-resolution optical 
microscopy [28] and high-speed atomic force microscopy [28, 34, 116]. 
Moreover, optical tweezers with feedback control to follow a moving object, 
have been successfully applied to biomotors [121]. Nevertheless, these single-
molecule methods are expensive and time-consuming. In this study, we prefer 
simple and fast methods for a quick assessment of fabricated motors.  
Fluorescence spectroscopy has been used to detect hybridization of 
nucleic acid, which is the motor-track binding in our systems. Hence, the 
fluorescence spectroscopy method is appropriate for motor mobility detection. 
Many studies have reported using Fluorescence spectroscopy for mobility 
detection [26, 33, 36-38]. These detections mostly rely on attachment of a 
fluorescent dye and quencher pair to nucleic acids so that their hybridization 
and dissociation are coupled to change of the dye-quencher separation. Thus, 
the position of the motor could be inferred by the change of the florescence 
intensity of the dye.  In this study, fluorescence spectroscopy is the major 
method for motor characterization. The mobility detection is done using a 
Cary Eclipse Fluorescence Spectrophotometer (Agilent technologies). 
Multiple excitation and emission wavelength can be monitored simultaneously 
using scan mode of the instrument. Alternatively, the fluorescent intensity of 
specific excitation and emission wavelength versus time can be recorded 
automatically using kinetic mode. More details are given separately in Chapter 
3 and Chapter 4. 
Besides the fluorescence spectroscopy, gel electrophoresis is another 
widely used method [30-33, 35, 37, 38] for nanomotor mobility detection. 
Similar to the ensemble fluorescence spectroscopy, it does not directly 
visualize the positions or the states of a motor during motion. But the gel 
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electrophoresis can help differentiate the transitions states, thus inferring 
motion.  
 
We used the Computer-Aided Nucleic Acid Design Package (CANADA) [125] 
to select nucleotide sequences for the DNA strands of the motor-track system. 
To generate a sequence for a target strand, we first create a pool of short 
nucleotide segments of an equal base number (uniqueness by Seeman and 
Kallenbach [126]). For example, for an uniqueness of 4 bases, the total 
number of possible sequence (called subsequences) equals 4
4
 since each base 
may be any of A, G, C and T. From the pool of subsequences (usually 3-5 
bases for uniqueness), the full sequences are constructed by threading these 
subsequences. Each subsequence may occur only once in the sequences to 
reduce the cross-talking between and within resultant sequences. This method 
improves the chance to get annealing products of unique structures in the 
motor-track fabrication. While Seeman’s SEQUIN allows a user to 
interactively construct the sequences out of the pool, CANADA helps the user 
generates the sequences automatically to meet desired requirements and 
restrictions using a graph based algorithm. A new programme language called 
DelaNA, short for the Description Language for Nucleic Acids, is developed 
for users to specify the constraints and physical and chemical parameters 
including strand length, GC ratio, melting temperature, salt concentration and 
so on. The user can exclude specific sequences, which is useful to set an 
enzyme cutting site or for a fuel strand.  
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After generating the sequences by CANADA, the thermodynamics of a 
long single-stranded DNA was analysed by Mfold [127], which is a web 
server for prediction of the secondary structure of the strands. In the algorithm 
of the Mfold, a single stranded DNA is represented with a mathematical graph 
where the nucleotides of the strand are vertices and the backbone forms the 
circle [128]. G-C or A-T hydrogen bonds are classified as interior edges and 
other base-base bonds are exterior edges. The interior edges are not allowed to 
touch or intersect on another so that a constructed graph including all the 
vertices represents one possible secondary structure of the single stranded 
nucleic acid. In terms of the graphical representation, the free energy of a 
structure is the summation of free energy according to the graphs including 
hairpin loops, stacking regions, bulge loops, interior loops and bifurcation 
loops whose free energies are experimentally available. Mfold uses a 
recursive-folding algorithm that allows it to predict folding structures fast. 
Mfold outputs all the folding structures within 5 or 10 percent of the computed 
lowest free energy. Therefore, the users can have a full picture of structural 
variation and free-energy gaps that determine thermodynamic robustness. The 
users are also allowed to set buffer conditions before the simulation. In this 
study, Mfold was used to manually examine the secondary structures of 
selected sequences in order to remove the sequences with undesired structure 
(e.g. loops at the fuel-recognition sites and enzyme cutting sites). Once a 
potential problem was identified, a new set of sequences would be generated 
again by CANADA. This process might be repeated several times until a 
satisfying set of sequences occur.  
We used NUPACK (nucleic acid package [129]) to calculate the 
secondary structures of multiple strands coexisting in annealing buffers. 
NUPACK was also used to predict and analyze the track formation. NUPACK 
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employs dynamics programing for calculating the free energies and partition 
function [130]. The basic idea of dynamic programming is that one starts from 
calculating the short subsequences and iteratively approaches longer 
subsequences until the full partition function is obtained. NUPACK expands 
the graph representation of Mfold to multiple strands. Given the sequences of 
multiple strands and the reaction conditions, NUPACK allows the calculation 
of equilibrium properties including the base-pairing probability, representative 
secondary structures for different free energies and the average number of 






A dozen artificial track-walking nanomotors [26-40] have been reported since 
2004, largely inspired by biomolecular walkers [133] in living cells. 
Compared to molecular shuttles and rotors [18] in a localized setup, 
nanowalkers produce long-range directional motion on open tracks. This 
capability has led to technological applications like nanoscale assembly lines 
[34], walker-guided surface patterning [28], and walker-mediated organic 
synthesis [27]. Despite these successes, the design principles by which these 
artificial walkers rectify a directional motion remain primitive compared to the 
mechanistic wealth found in natural walkers [81 ,133]. With rare exception 
[37,38], the artificial walkers change the chemical identity of the track (e.g., 
burn-the-bridge methods [26-34, 40] or the environment (e.g., addition or 
removal of multiple species  [35, 36, 39]. These walkers carve a landscape (i.e., 
track and environment) into a downhill path that switches from one chemical 
composition (and associated thermodynamic equilibrium) to another to steer a 
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direction. Furthermore, all reported walkers produce chemical wastes, which 
limits biomedical applications. It is desirable for a nanowalker to navigate a 
landscape without changing its identity and without producing chemical 
wastes. The direction instead must be induced by driving the walker-track-
environment system away from the single equilibrium via a pure physical 
action. Here we demonstrate such a nanowalker using a design principle  [134] 
derived from natural walkers [135, 136]. This nanowalker, powered by light, 




3.2.1 Basic design of the walker and track 
The walker and track are made of seven single-stranded DNA molecules as 
shown by  
Figure 3.1(A-C). The walker consists of two strands (MS1, MS2) that 
hybridize to form a        long rigid duplex (D3-D3*). Two identical 
single-stranded legs (5-bases long D1 plus 20-bases long D2) are connected to 
two ends of the duplex via a 4-bases long single-stranded linker (S1). The 
track is made of another two DNA strands (TS1, TS2) that each contains a 
foothold sequence (D1* or D2*) and a hybridization sequence (D4*-D5* or 
D4-D5). Multiple TS1-TS2 pairs hybridize into periodic double-stranded 
duplexes D4-D4* (       ) and D5-D5* (      ), which form the main 
body of the track. Repeated pairs of D1* and D2* over-hangs between these 




duplex parts form the foot holds. Three extra strands (ES1, ES2, and ES3) 
were introduced to stabilize the track at both ends.  
 
 
Figure 3.1 | Design principle of the walker. The dashed circle in (B) shows a 
composite binding site formed by a pair of nearest D1 and D2 footholds. The 
star (*) marks a complementary sequence 
 
 
A leg of the walker binds to the track by hybridizing with either the 
D1* or D2* foothold. The ensuing duplexes D1-D1* and D2-D2* are      
and        long, respectively. Each pair of the D1 and D2 footholds, 
sandwiching the D5-D5* duplex part, may be regarded as a composite binding 
site, since it is the only domain of the track capable of forming 
thermodynamically stable duplexes with the walker’s legs. Drawing from 
foothold D1* to D2* within a composite site points a unique end of the track 




3.2.2 Free-energy estimation for motor-track binding 




Figure 3.2 | Free energies of the motor’s bridge states predicted by the 
mechanical model versus length of the motor’s linker S1. The shadows 
indicate the uncertainty due to the persistence length for single-stranded DNA 
(between 1–3 nm). S1 is 4 nucleotides long for the motor of this study. 
 
A mechanical model was constructed for the DNA motor by adapting from a 
previous model for biomotor kinesin [136] and artificial nanowalkers [134]. 
The free energy for a motor-track state was approximated as the leg-track 
hybridization energy plus the stretching energy of the remaining single-
stranded component of the motor. The hybridization energies for duplexes D1-
D1* and D2-D2* were estimated as             ⁄  and             ⁄  




(25 °C) for the sequences adopted in this study using the DNA nearest-
neighbour thermodynamics [139]. The polymer stretching energy was 
estimated using a worm-like chain formula [136].  
Here      ;   is the total contour length of the single-stranded portion of the 
motor and d is the extension required of the single-stranded portion to form 
the motor-track binding state.    is the persistence length for single-stranded 
DNA, which was found between       by previous studies. The 
uncertainty yielded an upper and lower bound for the estimated free energies. 
Figure 3.2 shows the estimated free energies versus the motor’s size with the 
latter being hypothetically changed by assuming different lengths for the 
single-stranded linker S1. When S1 is 4 nucleotides or shorter as in the present 
design, the free energies reproduce the same distinct hierarchy as in Figure 
3.3. The free-energy gap between the loop state and the bridge B1 can be 
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3.2.3 Mechanical breaking of inter-site binding symmetry 
 
Figure 3.3 | Motor-track binding (inter-site & intra-site) 
 
Direction of the walker originates from the use of a small size for the walker 
so as to restrict its access to intersite bridge states in which the walker’s two 
legs are bound to two adjacent composite sites. These bridge states are 
necessary intermediates for the walker’s intersite steps, and four such states 
are possible, illustrated by B1-B4 in Figure 3.3. The B3 and B4 states are not 
B0 




accessible because the walker is too short to make the respective bindings. For 
B3, the walker’s single-stranded segments have a total contour length 
(maximum stretch) of        but the extension required to form the state is 
      . For B4, the maximum stretch is also short of the required 
extension (              ). However, the walker is long enough for 
bridges B1 and B2 (               for B1;                
for B2). The overall free energy for the state B1 is lower than that for B2, 
since the leg-track hybridizations are two D1-D1* duplexes for B2 but a D1-
D1* plus a longer D2-D2* for B1. Besides the bridge states, a loop state is 
possible in which the walker’s two legs are hybridized with the D1* and D2* 
footholds within a composite site (B0). The free energy of the loop is below 
that of B1 because both states have the same leg hybridizations but the 
walker’s single-stranded segments are less stretched in the loop. The state 
hierarchy from the length analysis is compatible with a quantitative 








Figure 3.4 | Origin of the motor’s direction. Panels 4–8 in (e) show how the 
walker obtains a direction for intersite walking under a light operation that 
alternately disrupts and restores D2-D2* duplex. Panels 1–3 show how an 
intrasite loop state responds to the operation. 
 
The walker is capable to gain a direction towards the track’s plus end 
under the light operation, as shown by panels 4–8 of Figure 3.4. By 
Boltzmann’s law, the low-energy B1 state predominates the walker’s inter-site 
bindings on the track prior to operation. This state is asymmetric – the leg to 
the plus end (referred to as the leading leg hereafter) is in D1-D1* duplex and 
the trailing leg in D2-D2* (panel 4). A UV irradiation has a chance to 
dehybridize the trailing leg off the track but not the leading leg though both 
legs are chemically identical. This selective rear leg dissociation produces a 
single-leg binding state, in which the D2 segment of the track-bound leg may 
form close contacts with the D2* foothold at the same composite site (panel 
D2 cis-> trans by visible light 




6).When a subsequent irradiation of visible light restores the leg’s 
hybridization capability, D2-D2* hybridization readily occurs to drive the 
leg’s migration from the D1* to D2* foothold (panel 7). After this plus-end-
directed migration, the dissociated leg either hybridizes with the forward site 
to resume the bridge B1 (panel 8) or hybridizes with the nearby D1 to form the 
intrasite loop B0. In either case, the walker moves towards the plus end. The 
direction is not compromised by the stochastic nature of light absorption and 
the ensuing molecular processes, because the selective rear leg dissociation is 
essentially a ratchet effect [183, 184].The direction is neither compromised by 
occasional occurrence of the loop and the bridge B2: the former is readily 
converted to B1 by the light operation (panels 1–4); the latter is symmetric, 
irresponsive to the operation, and spontaneously decays to B1 via leg 
migration. 
 
3.2.4 Light-powered version 
 
The walker can be operated by any means that breaks the D2-D2* duplex 
without destabilizing the D1-D1*duplex. Here we develop a light-powered 
version in which the leg’ nucleotide backbone contains nine light-responsive 
azo-benzene moieties in the D2 segment but none in D1. The operation is 
achieved by alternate irradiation of UV and visible light: UV-light absorption 
by the azo-moieties creates a high-energy cis-form that dissociates the D2-D2* 
duplex; visible light absorption switches the azomoieties back to the ground-
state, which maintains a stable D2-D2* duplex. The nucleotide sequence of 
azo-carrying D2 segment is taken from a previous study by Asanuma et al. 
[138], in which a reversible duplex dissociation or formation was 
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demonstrated. The sequences for other DNA strands are listed in Table 3.3. 
The walker and track was assembled from individual strands using a stepwise 
procedure (see Materials and Methods). Intermediate complexes were 
analysed using native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE), and the 
final products were purified using the Qiagen gel extraction kit. To assemble 
tracks with the quencher at the plus end, the track strands (TS1, TS2) were 
first mixed and annealed; then the end strands (ES1, ES3 and the quencher-
carrying ES2) were added to terminate track growth. The complete tracks of a 
certain length were finally purified from one of multiple bands of the 
unpurified samples by the right molecular weight to remove other strands or 
complexes. The presence of the quencher in thus purified tracks was 
confirmed by a fluorescence drop when the purified tracks were mixed with 
dye-carrying walkers, as shown by the different fluorescence levels in Figure 
3.8(C) and in (A) and (B).  
 
Figure 3.5 | Assembly of the walker and track. Gel images obtained using 
native PAGE for purified walker, tracks of different lengths as indicated, and 
walker-track binding complexes. 
 




Five products were identified and purified, including the walker, two 
track species carrying two or three composite sites, and two walker-track 
binding complexes involving either track species. The five purified complexes 
each appeared as a single band with expected mobility in the gel image Figure 
3.5, which confirms their formation and thermodynamic stability.  
 
3.2.5 Fluorescence detection of walker motility 
 
The walker’s motion was detected using a fluorescence method. The walker’s 
legs were each labelled with a fluorescent dye (fluorescein); the track was 
labelled with a quencher at the plus end so as to reduce the dye’s emission 
upon the motor’s arrival at the end (Figure 3.6). Two types of fluorescence 
experiments were done with an equimolar mix of walker and purified track 
containing either two or three composite sites. Before each experiment, the 
walker-track sample was incubated for 24 h to ensure thermal equilibrium in 
walker-track binding. The fluorescence of the incubated sample was 
monitored over a period of time; the flat signal confirms the equilibrated 
binding (Figure 3.7). The equilibrium fluorescence was used to benchmark 
each experiment (i.e., data for time zero in Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9). The 
fluorescence intensity was measured at 25 ℃  for submicromolar 






Figure 3.7 | Equilibrated motor-track binding. The data were collected from a 
sample of equimolar mix of the motor and three-site track at the same times as 
for the upper panel of Figure 3.8, but no alternating UV-visible irradiation 
was applied. 
 
When multiple rounds of alternating UV-visible irradiation were 
applied to the walker-track sample, the fluorescence drops successively in 
both the two-site and the three-site experiments (Figure 3.8). To test the 
influence of photo-bleaching that reduces the fluorescence as well, the same 
light operation was applied to the same amount of walker sample carrying the 
dye but without the track carrying the quencher. This control experiment 
yielded a constant fluorescence showing a negligible photobleaching. Thus the 
fluorescence drop reliably indicates a plus-end accumulation of the walker 




under the light operation. The three-site experiment and two-site experiment 
were both repeated three times using a newly prepared walker-track sample 
for each repeat. The pattern of successive fluorescence drop recurred for all 
repeats (Figure 3.9). For a quantitative analysis, the fluorescence spectra were 
integrated over wavelength and then averaged over the repeats. The 
equilibrium fluorescence signal thus obtained is (        )  and (     
   ), for the two-site and three-site track, respectively, of the signal from the 
same amount of walkers in the absence of tracks (Figure 3.9(A)). Under 
irradiation operation, the three-site signal further drops        from the 
equilibrium fluorescence over 3-h operation (Figure 3.9(B)) and the two-site 
signal drops        over 10-h operation (Figure 3.16). The equilibrium 
signals were analysed using the Boltzmann distribution. A small free-energy 
gap of          ⁄  between the bridge (B1) and the loop (B0) in Figure 3.4 
was deduced from the data (see section 3.2.7 for detail calculation). This 
quantitative analysis found the same energy order for the two states as the 






Figure 3.8 | Fluorescence detection of the walker in operation. The three 
panels show experiments that use the same amount of walker sample in an 
equimolar walker-track mix but for different tracks as indicated. The data for 
zero time are from the equilibrated sample before the operation. Seven rounds 
of UV irradiation were applied, which lasted 10, 20, 30, 30, 30, 30 and 30 min, 
each followed by 20 sec of visible irradiation during which the fluorescence 
was collected. 






Figure 3.9 | Repeats of motility experiments. The fluorescence signals shown 
here were obtained by integrating the fluorescence spectra as in Figure 3.8 
over the wavelength (433 nm – 627 nm). The three panels are for the same 
three experiments shown in Figure 3.8, using the same amount of motor 
sample and equimolar motor-track mix. The empty, black and patterned bars 
in the middle and lower panels represent three repeats of the experiments, 
which each used a newly prepared motor-track sample. The signals at time 
zero are the equilibrium fluorescence. 
The equilibrium fluorescence from the two-site and three-site experiments is 






two ratios indicate around one half or one third of all the walker legs being 
bound to the plus-end site where the quencher is tethered. The other sites on 
the two-site or three-site track, with identical footholds, bind comparable 
percentages of legs, if not more at the middle site. Thus, almost 100% of the 
walker legs available in the equilibrated samples are track bound, consistent 
with the single bands observed for the walker-track complexes (Figure 3.5 
lanes 4 and 5). The      fluorescence drop of the two-site experiment 
indicates a plus-end accumulation of       of the walker legs. Such above-
equilibrium accumulation must be at the expense of population at other sites of 
a track. Thus the light operation drives a walker-track sample away from 
equilibrium in an asymmetric way. The observed fluorescence drop is 
recoverable after the walker stops operation. Figure 3.10 shows an example in 
which a post operation incubation of a walker-track sample restored its 
fluorescence to the pre-operation level. Hence, the plus-end build-up is a truly 
nonequilibrium effect due to the walker’s physical action. 
The fluorescence data in Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9 were collected 
immediately before and after each individual UV irradiation; the pattern of 
successive drop indicates that the walker transforms the UV-induced leg 
dissociation primarily into a directional walking on the track rather than brutal 
derailment. After a leg is dissociated by UV, the walker can be derailed via 
subsequent dissociation of the other leg from D1-D1* duplex by thermal 
fluctuation (Figure 3.4 panels 2, 6) or from D2-D2* by another UV irradiation 
(panel 3). Either channel of derailment occurring at the plus end will cause a 
fluorescence rise immediately after UV irradiation. The observed opposite 
pattern rules out derailment as a major process. Furthermore, derailed walkers 
lose direction; their subsequent rebinding to the identical sites produces no 
preferential plus-end accumulation. Derailment is suppressed by binding of the 




dissociated leg (e.g., from panel 3 to panel 4 or 1, Figure 3.4 ), and by the 25℃ 
operation temperature that is below the melting temperature of the cis-form 
D2-D2* duplex (32℃) [138] to enable partial D2-D2* hybridization even 
under UV. This suppresses derailment from the single-leg D1-D1* binding 




Figure 3.10 | Post-operation fluorescence recovery. The fluorescence data 
were from a sample of equi-molar mix of the motor and three-site track. The 
solid curves are fluorescence emission of the motor under the same rounds of 
irradiation operation as for the top panel of Figure 3.8, except that the 
operation is longer (up to 210 minutes). After the irradiation operation was 
finished, the motor-track sample was incubated at 25 °C for 16 hours. Then a 
fluorescence measurement was carried out to yield the dotted curve 
 
 
The operation-induced signal drop of     in Figure 3.16 provides 
evidence for the walker’s full-step translocation from one composite site to 
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another towards the plus end. In a sample of walker plus the two-site track, the 
loop state can occur at either site but only one intersite bridge state can exist 
(B1 or occasionally B3). Since the loop is lower than B1 in free energy, and 
also lower than B3, the population ratio of the bridge state over either loop 
state in the pre-operation equilibrated sample is no more than 1 by 
Boltzmann’s law. The bridge thus accounts for less than   ⁄  of the walker 
population prior to operation. Translocation of the entire bridge population to 
the loop at the plus end would add less than   ⁄  of walker legs to the 
quencher’s vicinity. This contributes, at most, a fluorescence drop of   ⁄  of 
the total emission of the walkers. Since the pre-operation fluorescence is     
of the total emission, the entire bridge translocation would produce a signal 
drop of no more than     . The remaining     drop must be due to 
translocation of the loop population from one composite site to the other at the 
plus end. 




3.2.6 Estimation of fluorescence signals from the 
equilibrated sample by counting Boltzmann 
distribution 
 
For a motor-track sample in thermal equilibrium, the population of a motor-
track binding state is inversely proportional to the exponent of its free energy 
according to Boltzmann’s law. Therefore, the equilibrated motor-track sample 
prepared by a longtime incubation is predominately populated by the low-
energy inter-site B1 bridge and the intra-site loop. The populations for other 
double-leg motor-track binding states (B2–B4, see Figure 3.2) and single-leg 
binding states are relatively low due to their high free energies by the present 
motor-track design. As a good approximation, the measured pre-operation 
fluorescence of the motor-track sample over that of the equal-mole motor 
sample can be modeled by counting only the bridge and loop. Besides, the 
possibility of more than one track being cross-linked by a single motor is 
ignored because of submicromolar motor/track concentrations used in the 
experiments.  
 
The pre-operation fluorescence of an equi-molar mix of motors and two-site 
tracks is 
 
Here         and       are populations for a bridge and for a loop, 
respectively;    is the percentage of fluorescence quenched for a dye-carrying 
      (   )                (       )




leg when it is hybridized with the D2* foothold at the track’s plus end, and    
is the percentage of fluorescence quenched for a leg hybridized with the D1* 
at the plus end. Since fluorescence of the equal-mole motors without the track 
is 
 
The ratio of the motor-track sample over the motor sample is 
 
Here                 is the population ratio of a B1 bridge over a loop 
state in an equilibrated motor-track binding. 
Similarly, the pre-operation fluorescence of an equi-molar mix of 
motors and three-site tracks is 
 
 
In this case, the fluorescence of the equal-mole motors without the track is 
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yielding the ratio of the motor-track sample over the motor sample as 
 
 
The two quenching efficiency    and    in Equation 3.4 and Equation 3.7 can 
be accounted for by a single parameter            . This simplifies the 
two equations as 
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3.2.7 Inter-site bridge versus intra-site loop: deduce the 
population ratio   and free-energy gap from the 
pre-operation fluorescence signals 
Equation 3.8 and 3.9 indicate that the details of quenching of leg-carried dyes 
by the quencher affect both    and   , but the effects are cancelled in the 
bridge-over-loop population ratio α. The fluorescence experiments shown in 
Figure 3.9 yielded                 and                . Following 
Equation 3.9 and the rule of uncertainty propagation, the population ratio and 
its standard deviation are estimated as α             . According to 
Boltzmann’s law, α value (0.138) suggests that the loop is below the bridge 
by a free-energy gap of 1.98 kBT (i.e. 4.95 kJ/mol for 25°C). This quantitative 
analysis is consistent with the qualitative conclusion of α<1 drawn from a 
mechanical consideration. 
 
3.2.8 Consistence check for quenching efficiency 
 
As a consistency check, the quenching parameter is solved as     
(  α)(        ⁄ ) . The quenching efficiency γ1 may be reasonably 
assumed as 100% because the dye-quencher proximity for a D2*-hybridized 
leg at the plus end allows for contact quenching, and because the quencher 
(IBRQ) was previously reported to cause very-close-to-100% contact 
quenching (see Table S2 of ref. [141]) probably due to its high extinction 
coefficient (~ 44510 L mol-1cm-1 at 260 nm, from Table S1 of  ref. [141] ). 
Then a relation for the quenching efficiency for a D1*-hybridized leg at the 
plus end, γ2, can be obtained:   






 Considering η2 and η3 values within their respective standard deviation (η2= 
             and η3= 0.681 ±0.005), the above equation yields a 
compatible range of γ2 as        γ2< 99.0%.  
We note that a ~ 89% quenching for FAM over a dye-quencher 
separation of ~ 3 nm was previous observed for BHQ-2 quencher (see table 1 
of ref. [142] ). A similar level of quenching is expected in this study since 
IBRQ and BHQ-2 have a similar spectrum overlap with FAM dye, and since a 
D1*-hybridized leg at the plus end has a similar dye-quencher separation. 
Furthermore, a FAM dye tethered to the 3’ end is partially quenched by duplex 
formation if the 3’-terminal base is C as reported [143] before. This is the case 
for the leg strands of the present motor. Compared to the quencher-induced 
quenching, this nucleotide-induced quenching is minor because it affects only 
the D1-D1* hybridization and the resultant duplex is short (6 bps). Because 
the same D1* sequence was used for all composite sites in this study, the extra 
quenching is position-independent: it contributes a uniform background and 







     ( (   )(    )    (   )⁄  (3.10) 
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Figure 3.11 | Motor-track binding states for a track that carries two composite 
binding sites. The azo-carrying strands of the motor are highlighted in red. 
States 4–5, 8–11 are affected by the quenching effect. State 1 accounts for the 
possibility of the motor’s entire derailment that determines a processive 
walking. The transitions are marked by arrows. 
 




The motor’s kinetics was modelled as a network of transitions between all the 
possible motor-track binding states, which were enumerated and schematically 
illustrated in Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12 for the two-site track and three-site 
track, respectively. The motor’s stepping under the optical operation was 
computed by solving the time-dependent master equation  
 
 
Here pi is the normalized population of the i
th
 state (pi = 1), and kij the 




 state. The transition rates associated with D2-D2* 
formation and breaking are modulated in a time-dependent fashion by the 
alternating visible-UV light irradiation. The initial population distribution 
among the states (pi(t=0)) was an equilibrated one, because each motility 
experiment was started with the mixed motor-track sample that had been 
incubated overnight to ensure equilibrated binding between the motor and 
track. 
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Figure 3.12 | Motor-track binding states for a track that carries three composite 
binding sites. The azo-carrying strands of the motor are highlighted in red. The 
states subjected to quenching are 6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 14 and 15. State 1 accounts 
for the possibility of the motor’s entire derailment that determines a processive 
walking. 
 




The time-dependent fluorescence signal of the motor-track sample was 
estimated by counting the populations that are subjected to the quenching 
effect. Following the state map Figure 3.11, the fluorescence signal for the 
two-site track is 
 
 
Icontrol is the fluorescence intensity of the motor sample without the track as 
measured in the control experiment.  quantifies the reduced quenching 
effectiveness when a dye-carrying leg of the motor hybridizes with the D1* 
strand of the plus-end composite site, and was found to be  ~ 96% from the 
fluorescence experiment. The factor of 2 in the above equation accounts for 
presence of two dyes on the motor. A similar equation for the three-site track 
is readily available following the state map Figure 3.12. 
The transition rates are constrained by the thermodynamic relation  
 
 
in which  ∆Eij is the free energy difference between state i and j. The free 
energies for motor-track binding states were deduced from the motility 
experiment or estimated using the mechanical model. For example, the free-
energy gap between the loop state and the bridge state was found to be ~ 2 
 
 ( )  
        
 
{    ( )(   )     ( )     ( )      ( )
   ( )    ( )   
(3.12)   
       ⁄     (       ⁄ ) (3.13)   
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kBT from the motility data. The total free energy for a state is the leg-track 
binding energy plus the polymer stretching energy. The binding energy for the 
D1-D1* duplex was taken as -12.0 kBT, which is close to the value estimated 
in the mechanical model using the nearest-neighbour thermodynamics for 
DNA duplexes. The binding energy for the azo-carrying D2-D2* duplex was 
taken as -16 kBT under visible light, and as 1 kBT under UV irradiation that 
destabilizes the duplex. The ~ 2 kBT free-energy gap between the loop and 
bridge states suggests the same amount of difference in the polymer stretching 
energy, because both states have the same binding with the track (D1-D1* and 
D2-D2*). In line with the mechanical model and the design principle as 
summarized in Figure 3.11, the polymer stretching energies for the other three 
high-lying bridge states were given high values. The fitting to the data is 
insensitive to these energy terms as long as they are 10 kBT higher than the 
polymer energy for the loop state. The polymer stretching energies for major 
states were summarized in the Table 3.1. 
 









           

















The number of independent rates is reduced greatly by the above 
thermodynamic considerations. The remaining rates were treated as fitting 
parameters. The best fit to the data presented in Figure 3.9 yielded the rate 
values listed in Table 3.2.  
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The quality of fitting is sensitive to some rates. For example, deviation 
of the D1-D1* breaking rate from the best fitting value by 10-fold led to 
apparent discrepancy with the fluorescence data (Figure 3.13). This suggests 
that the data put a relatively stringent limit to the rate, namely between 
2.4104 s-1 and 2.4106 s-1. A similar sensitivity to the rate of D2-D2* duplex 
breaking was found, limiting the rate between 4105 s-1 and 4107 s-1. 
Thus, the fitting suggests that the difference between the rates for the 
leg dissociation from the D1-D1* duplex and from the D2-D2* duplex is 
likely no more than one order of magnitude. This finding is consistent with the 
use of a 20-nt D2* strand that is long enough to partially hybridize with a 
motor leg once it forms D1-D1* duplex within the same composite site. This 
stabilizing effect had been intentionally devised in designing the motor and 
track. As a consequence, the motor’s entire derailment from states 2, 4 and 6 
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in Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12 were suppressed. This improves the motor’s 
processivity, namely its capability to walk consecutive steps along the track. 
Using the rate parameters obtained from the best fit to the motility data, 
the kinetic model predicted the time evolution of the motor populations in 
different states (Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14). Both for the two-site 
experiment and for the three-site experiment, the results confirm that the gain 
of motor population at the loop state at the plus-end site was predominantly 
caused by the motor’s inter-site movement from the loop state at the nearby 
site. The population transfer from the nearest bridge state is comparatively a 









Figure 3.13 | Quality of the fitting versus the rate for D1-D1* helix breaking 
(A) and the rate for D2-D2* helix breaking under visible light (B). 
 
The kinetic model considered all possible pathways for the motor’s 
entire derailment off the track, e.g. transitions from states 2-5 to state 1 for the 
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two-site experiment. Yet the sum of the loop populations predicted based on 
the best-fit parameters remains fairly flat over the course of irradiation 
operation (3 hours) while the plus-end loop population (State 7 in Figure 3.14 
and State 10 in Figure 3.15) keeps rising.  This suggests a low overall rate for 
motor derailment at the plus end, supporting the notation of a trapping effect at 
the plus end. 
 
 
Figure 3.14 | Temporal evolution of the normalized populations for loop states 
and bridge states predicted by the kinetic model for the two-site track 
experiment.  






Figure 3.15 | Temporal evolution of the normalized populations for loop states 




3.2.10  The long-time operation of the motor 
 
To test the motor under a long time of irradiation operation, we carried out a 
fluorescence experiment for 10 hours of alternating UV and visible irradiation 
for an equimolar mix of the motor and two-site track (Figure 3.16). The 
irradiation procedure and sample  amount used for this experiment were 
different from those used for the experiment shown in Figure 3.8, so a 
comparison of the absolute magnitude of the fluorescence signals from both 
experiments is meaningless. Nevertheless, the kinetic model reproduced the 
data of the 10-hour experiment fairly well using the same set of parameters as 
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for Figure 3.8. These results provide one more consistence check for the 
motility experiments and the kinetic model. 
 
 
Figure 3.16 | A 10-hour operation of the motor. Fluorescence from a sample of 
equimolar mix of the motor and two-site track. The irradiation operation was 
20 rounds of 30 minutes UV irradiation followed by 20 seconds visible light 
irradiation. The squares are the experimental data and the line is the prediction 











3.3.1 DNA strands  
 
The nucleotide sequences for the DNA strands were first selected using the 
NuPack server (www.nupack.org). Secondary structures were manually 
checked and eliminated by sequence adjustment. The azo-carrying strands 
(MS1, MS2) were purchased from Nihon Techno Service Co. Ltd (Japan) 
(presence of azo-moieties confirmed by photo absorption) and the non-azo 
strands from 1
st















Table 3.3: Sequences 




















































D6*=15 IBRQ-5′ ACCGACCCACGGCTA 
ES3 
(15mer) 
D5=15  GCACAAGTAATCGCT 
 
 




3.3.2 Motor-track assembly  
 
To assemble the motor, the azo-DNA stock solutions (40-60µM) were 
prepared in TAE/ Mg
2+
 buffer (40mM Tris (pH 8.0), 20mM acetic acid, 2mM 
EDTA, and 12.5mM magnesium acetate) and the concentrations were 
determined by measuring the absorbance at 260nm with a UV-visible 
spectrophotometer. An equimolar mix of motor monomers (MS1, MS2) was 
pre-annealed in a heating block from 90° C to 25° over a period of 3 hours, 
and analysed for the duplex formation using native polyacrylamide gel 
electrophoresis (PAGE) and purified using Qiagen gel extraction kit. In the 
PAGE, the gels (4-15%, 19:1, acrylamide: bisacrylamide) were run in TBE 
buffer (Tris-borate-EDTA) at 4° C. The gels were stained with Sybr–gold 
stain (from Invitrogen technologies), and scanned using a gel-documentation 
system.  
To assemble the two-site and three-site tracks with the quencher right 
at the plus end, a three-step procedure was used. First, the two track strands 
(TS1, TS2) were mixed stoichiometrically at 0.6 µM in TAE/Mg
2+
 buffer, and 
then annealed in a heating block from 90° C to 25° C over a period of 3 hours 
to form tracks of different lengths without the protection of ending strands. 
Second, end strands (ES1, ES2 and ES3) were added to terminate growth of 
the tracks. Third, the two-site or three-site tracks protected by end strands 
were then purified from one of multiple bands of the unpurified samples by 
the right molecular weight. The final two-site and three-site tracks appear each 
as a single band in Figure 3.5 (lane 2 and lane 3) because they had been 
purified to remove the free end strands and other unwanted components. To 
form the motor-track binding complex, an equimolor ratio of motor sample 
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and gel-purified track sample were mixed, incubated for 3 hours and then 
analysed by PAGE.  
 
 
3.3.3 Fluorescence detection setup of motor motility  
 
The walker was labelled with two light-emitting dye molecules (FAM, 
excitation/emission wavelength as 495/520 nm) at 5’ ends of the legs. The 
track’s plus end was labelled with a quencher (Iowa Black RQ) at the 5′end 
of strand ES2 so as to reduce the fluorescence emission of a walker upon its 
arrival at the plus end. The five fluorescence measurements were conducted 
using a Cary Eclipse spectrophotometer (Varian, Inc.) equipped with a 100 W 
xenon flash lamp (Agilent Technologies, 0.1second per flash). For each round 
of irradiation operation, a walker-track sample was first irradiated by UV light 
through a filter of narrow wavelength window (350nm-380nm) for a period of 
time (5–30 minutes), followed by visible irradiation (λ> 400 nm, ~ 20 seconds) 
and fluorescence measurement. The filtered UV flash has a low power (~ 10 
microwatts as measured by a power meter), effectively suppressing 
photobleaching of the dye-labelled sample. The fluorescence experiments 
were all done at 25° C for submicromolar concentrations in a working volume 
of ~ 600 μl. The low concentrations suppress the possibility of one motor 
crosslinking more than one track. The operation temperature (25℃) is below 
the melting temperature of D2-D2*duplex, which is ~ 63℃ for trans-form and 
~ 32 ℃ for cis-form as reported in ref [138]. The use of much longer UV than 
visible light per round of operation is because of the isomerization kinetics, 
which had been measured by Asanuma et al. [115] for the same azo-embedded 




sequence using the same light source (xenon lamp), the same visible-light 
frequencies (> 400 nm), and slightly wider UV frequencies (300nm-400nm). 
In their experiments (at 37℃ ), 5 minutes of UV induced trans-to-cis 
isomerization in ~ 50% of the duplex (red line in Fig. 5 of ref. [115]); but 
virtually ~ 100% cis-to-trans isomerization was achieved by merely 30 
seconds of visible light (black line, Fig. 5 of ref. [115]). This difference was 
attributed to the stacking interactions inside the duplex that suppress the trans-
to-cis isomerization. They found more suppression for a lower temperature, 
but no temperature dependence for the reverse isomerization by visible light. 
The present experiments used a longer UV for a lower temperature (25 °C), 
and found 20 seconds of visible light to be sufficient for the motor’s operation. 
It is worth noting that steps 7 and 8 in Figure 3.4 do not have to be completed 
within the visible-light irradiation: after the 20 seconds of visible light switch 
the azo-moieties in D2 into the trans-form, they will keep this conformation 
for a longer time for the steps to happen, because the isomerization kinetics by 
the following UV is much slower.  
The UV irradiation driving the motor is low and within the safety 
limits for biomedical applications. In the present experimental setup, a UV 
power of ~ 10 microwatts was applied to an illumination area of 1 cm
2
. This 
corresponds to a UV exposure of 0.01 mW/cm
2
 that is 100 times lower than 
the safety threshold [144] for biological tissues (The threshold is 1.0 mW/cm
2
 
for the UV-A spectral region that covers the frequencies in the present 
experiments). A 10-hours operation accumulates a total dose of ~ 0.36 J/cm
2
, 
which is again below the safety threshold [144] of 1.0 J/cm
2
. These facts are 
consistent with the negligible photobleaching observed throughout the present 
experiments. Furthermore, the UV frequencies used (350nm-380nm) are 
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known [145] to cause much less direct damage to DNA than the shorter 
wavelengths. 
 
In summary, this study demonstrates a design principle by which a symmetric 
bipedal walker on a track of identical composite binding sites gains a direction 
by matching the walker’s size against the intersite spacing. Conceptually, this 
amounts to a previously proposed mechanical breaking [134] of symmetry. 
The symmetry breaking facilitates a selective rear leg dissociation that serves 
as a nanoratchet to rectify directional motion. Notably, the ratchet for intersite 
stepping is amplified from a local, intrasite asymmetry that is merely one fifth 
of the intersite spacing and made by a minimum of two binding components. 
Derived from biology and based on mechanical effects, the design principle is 
adaptable for use in other nanomachines. Besides, the walker is advantageous 
for biomedical applications as it is free of chemical wastes, remotely 
controlled by light, and requires a low-level UV irradiation.  
 
 









Nanotechnology is a potential solution to the looming global energy 
crisis as nanoscale motors may produce chemical fuels or reversely convert 
the chemical energy into work or another form of energy by near 100% 
efficiency, as biological nanomotors [146-148] have proven. Unlike 
macroscopic heat engines that burn many fuel molecules simultaneously, 
nanomotors consume a fuel molecule at a time, and use the chemical energy to 
power directional motion and energy conversion before its decay into random 
heat. As far as artificial nanomotors are concerned [26-40], they have yet to 
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capture a common mechanistic character of the highly evolved biological 
counterparts critical to efficient fuel utilization: they often employ two 
complementary effects to channel the fuel energy into productive directional 
motion. One effect is a coordinated [25,137,151] fuel intake that initiates a 
motor’s productive motion but suppresses the counter-productive motion like 
a ratchet [37, 68, 74, 136, 140]. The other is a power stroke [19, 25, 151] by 
which the later fuel reaction drives the productive motion to its completion. 
The biological motors manage both effects autonomously but make no 
chemical change other than fuel reaction, implying mainly physical 
mechanisms behind both effects. Here we report a track-walking DNA 
nanomotor that largely replicates fuel-efficient ratchet-stroke integration of 
biological nanomotors. 
 
4.2.1 Basic design of the walker and track 
 
The motor is a symmetric biped and the track hosts identical composite 
binding sites (Figure 4.1). The motor is a ~ 10 nm double-strand helix linking 
two identical single-strand legs that each contains a short segment (D1) and a 
major segment about three times as long (D2). The track is a double-strand 
helix that hosts three identical composite binding sites with an inter-site 
spacing of ~ 20 nm. Each composite site consists of two single-strand 
segments (D1* and D2*) separated by ~ 5 nm that are complementary to the 
leg segments D1 and D2 in nucleotide sequences. Drawing from the D2* to 
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Figure 4.1 | Motor-track design (A-C) and the motor’s major states and 
transitions (D). The motor is made of two DNA strands MS1, MS2, and the 
track made of strands TS1-TS5. The star (*) marks a complementary sequence; 
“nt” marks nucleotides in single-strand DNA. The track carries a fluorescent 
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dye (empty spheres in C) at each composite site (dashed circle), and the motor 
carries two quenchers (black spheres in A).  
       
One motor leg binds to a composite site of the track by forming two 
helices D1-D1* and D2-D2*. When the track-bound leg exposes either D1 or 
D2 segment, a single-strand fuel forms consecutive D1-D1* and D2-D2* 
helices with the entire leg to dissociate it from the track. The leg-bound fuel is 
recognized and cut by the nicking enzyme N.BbvC IB [37]; the fuel remnants 
dissociate from the leg spontaneously by thermal fluctuation or upon a new 
binding with the track. The track segment D2* is identical with the fuel 
segment D2* except for a point mutation [37] that prevents the enzyme from 
cutting the track. The fuel sequence and the mutation were both taken from ref. 
[37] by Bath et al.. For characterization purpose, the track carries a fluorescent 
dye at each D2* segment and the motor carries a quencher at either end of its 
helix so that highly effective contact quenching [142] occurs  upon D2-D2* 
helix formation. 
 
4.2.2 Structural Confirmation of Motor and track  
 
We fabricated the motor and track via self-assembly of constituent DNA 
strands. Formation of the motor and track was confirmed by single bands of 
gel electrophoresis at expected molecular weights. The track formation was 





Figure 4.2 | Track fabrication. A. Gel image for three purified tracks. B. Gel 
image before purification.  C-E. Fluorescence of the three tracks purified from 
their respective bands. 
 
Three purified tracks were obtained using native PAGE: the three-site track 
illustrated in Figure 4.1(c) and used in the binding experiments and operation 
experiments (track I); a mutated, three-site track used in the forward binding 
experiments (track II); and a two-site track used in the selective dissociation 
experiments (track III). The band structure of a stoichiometric mix of 
constituent strands for track I and track III shows in Figure 4.2(B), 
respectively. In either case, the top, brightest band corresponds to the right 
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track, which was purified to produce the bands (Figure 4.2(A)). The assembly 
for track II has a band structure similar to that of track I. Track I carries three 
dyes (FAM, TYE and CY5), track II carries two (FAM, CY5), and track III 
carries two (TYE and CY5). The samples for the different tracks show the 
same fluorescence ratios between the dyes, confirming formation of the three 
tracks. 
 
4.2.3 Ratchet-like gating and stroke-like promotion 
 
The motor is designed to operate on two effects: a ratchet-like gating of fuel 
binding preferentially to the rear leg for its selective dissociation from the 
track, and a stroke-like promotion for forward binding of the dissociated leg. 
Figure 4.1(D) shows the associated motor states and transitions, which are 












4.2.3.1 Binding experiments 
 
 
Figure 4.3 | Motor-track binding experiments. The motor and track samples 
were quickly mixed for subsequent fluorescence measurement. The 
fluorescence data are normalized to the pre-binding signals obtained 
immediately after the mixing that diluted the dye-carrying track sample and 
caused an equal-percentage drop of the fluorescence from the dyes (see 
experimental methods and Figure 4.9 for details). The post-mixing 
concentration is 100 nM for both motor and track. 
 
   We first examined motor-track binding states by quickly mixing motor 
and track samples and monitoring their fluorescence subsequently. The 
motor’s small size allows it to bind the track either by a single leg at one 
composite site or by both legs bridging two adjacent sites. By the single-leg 
binding, the track’s three identical sites attract similar leg populations that 
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quench fluorescence of the dye at each site by a similar percentage via the D2-
D2* helix formation. The two-leg binding draws comparable leg populations 
to the two sites at the track’s ends, but a doubled population to the middle site. 
Consequently, the fluorescence of the dyes at the two ends will drop by a 
similar percentage and that from the middle dye will drop twice as much. For 
submicromolar motor/track concentrations used in this study, the fluorescence 
data from the binding experiments approach such a pattern as the motor-track 
mix approaches thermodynamic equilibration over time, indicating 
predominance of a two-leg binding involving two D2-D2* helices over the 
single-leg binding. A control experiment found negligible photobleaching, 
excluding it as the cause for the observed fluorescence change (Figure 4.8). 
 
4.2.3.2 Selective dissociation 
 
To detect the selective dissociation, we prepared two-leg binding of the motor 
on a truncated track with only two composite sites; long incubation of the 
motor-track mix was done to ensure equilibrated binding. After the fuel was 
added to the motor-track sample, the fluorescence from the dye tethered at 
either site increased over time and flattened finally (Figure 4.4), confirming 
fuel-induced leg dissociation. However, the overall fluorescence increase is ~ 
75% for the dye at the minus-end site but merely ~ 15% for the dye at the 
plus-end site. This disparity indicates a selective dissociation: the fuel 
dissociates the motor’s rear leg bound at the minus-end site several times more 
often than the front leg at the plus-end site. The fluorescence increase and 
disparity both disappeared when a fuel variant with the D1* segment deleted 
was used in a similar dissociation experiment (Figure 4.8). This observation 
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suggests that the selective dissociation by the normal fuel is due to exposure of 




Figure 4.4 | Selective dissociation. A two-leg motor-track binding state (i.e., 
state A in Figure 4.1(D)) was prepared using a truncated two-site track. Leg 
dissociation was triggered by adding the fuel at a molar ratio of one fuel per 
motor. The concentration was 100 nM for motor and track. The fluorescence 
data were collected from dyes (Cy5 and TYE) tethered at the plus-end and 
minus-end sites at 25
o
C, and are normalized to pre-dissociation. 
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           The dissociation experiments and the binding experiments combine to 
conclude that the equilibrated motor-track mix is dominated by an asymmetric 
two-leg binding in which the motor’s front leg forms D2-D2* and D1-D1* 
helices but the rear leg forms only D2-D2*. This state, shown as state A in 
Figure 4.1(D), is the most stable motor-track binding state according to 
Boltzmann’s law. State A is designed to be mechanically relaxed by a good 
size match between the helices associated with the motor (~ 22 nm) and the 
covered track segments (~ 25 nm). The length difference is merely ~ 3 nm, 
readily spanned by the two single-strand S segments (each 9-nucleotide long) 
on track in Figure 4.1(C). 
The dissociation rate ratio of the rear leg to the front leg is estimated to 
be ~ 4.7 from the fluorescence data of dissociation experiments (Figure 4.4). 
The probability for a site to be occupied by a motor leg, P, is linked to the 
fluorescence from the dye at the site I as P = [1 – I/I0]/ in which I0 is the 
fluorescence prior to the leg binding and  is the quenching efficiency. The 
average rate for leg dissociation from the start of the dissociation experiment 
(time zero) to a later time t is kd = [P(0) - P(t)]/t = [I(t) - I(0)]/ I0t. The rate 
ratio is kd-/kd+ = [I-(t)/I-(0) -1]/[I+(t)/I+(0) -1], in which  or  marks the plus-
end or minus-end site, and  = [I-(0)/I0--]/[I+(0)/I0++]. Without the fuel, the 
two-site track attracts equal leg populations to the identical sites via either 
single-leg binding or two-leg binding, i.e., P-(0) = P+(0) = P0, hence  = [1/- - 
P0]/ [1/+ - P0]. Since the quenching efficiency at either site is close to 100% 






4.2.3.3 Preferential forward binding  
 
A single-leg motor-track binding state (i.e., state B in Figure 4.1(D)) at the 
middle of a three-site track was prepared using a mutated motor and a mutated 
track (track II). Binding of the diffusing leg to the track was triggered by 
adding the nicking enzyme. The concentration was 100 nM for motor and 
track, and 36 M for enzyme. The fluorescence data were collected from dyes 
(Cy5 and FAM) at the plus-end and minus-end sites at 37 
o
C (normalized to 
pre-binding signals) as shown in Figure 4.5. 
The experiment in Figure 4.6 was done at the same condition as 
Figure 4.5 but for a lower temperature (25 ℃). The slight rise of fluorescence 
from the minus-end dye is attributed to a partial quenching of this dye from a 
distance [142] by the motor when its fuel-bound leg forms transient, partial 
bindings with the minus-end site: this partial quenching has less chance to 
occur as the leg binds to the plus-end site stably after the fuel cutting, resulting 
in the fluorescence rise. A higher temperature reduces transient bindings and 
thereby the partial quenching, explaining disappearance of the fluorescence 
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Figure 4.5 | Promoted forward binding.  
 
 





Figure 4.6 | Forward binding experiment at a lower temperature.  
 
The fluorescence of the plus-end dye drops by a larger percentage at 37 
o
C than at 25 
o
C (Figure 4.6), consistent with a higher enzymatic activity [37] 
and a faster dissociation of the fuel remnants at the higher temperature. 
Overall the data suggest a slow forward leg binding, which is due to slow 
dissociation of fuel remnants [37], and might be accelerated in future, e.g. by 
active dissociation by light [118]. 
The rate ratio of leg binding to the front and back sites is ~ 4 (Figure 
4.5(B)) as deduced from the fluorescence data of forward binding experiments. 
The average rate for leg binding at the plus-end site or the minus-end site is kb 
= [P (t) - P (0)]/t = [I (0) - I (t)]/I0t. The rate ratio is kb+/kb- = [1 – 
I+(t)/I+(0)]/[1 – I-(t)/I-(0)] with  = [I+(0)/I0++]/[I-(0)/I0--]. Since both sites 
were bare at the start of the forward binding experiments (time zero), I-(0) = I0- 
and I+(0) = I0+ and  = -/+  1. Hence kb+/kb-  [1 – I+(t)/I+(0)]/[1 – I-(t)/I-(0)]. 
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4.2.3.4 Complete working cycle 
      The preferential forward binding comes from an energy-driven power 
stroke [56, 83, 150, 151]: the D1-D1* helix of the track-bound leg is backward 
strained in state A; the stored energy is released in state B so that the D1-D1* 
pulls the adjacent D2-D2* helix forward to place the diffusing leg ~ 4 nm 
closer to the major binding segment (D2*) of the front site than the back site 
as shown in Figure 4.1(D).  
      The motor-track state formed immediately by the forward leg binding has 
D1 (recognition site for the fuel) protected at the rear leg but exposed at the 
front leg. This two-leg binding, shown as state C in Figure 4.1(D), must have 
a much lower population than state A in an equilibrated motor-track mix as 
suggested by the dissociation experiments. However, state C (Figure 4.1) 
forms preferentially over state A from single-leg binding as suggested by the 
forward binding experiments, and therefore must have a higher population 
than state A at an early time of binding experiments. These experimental 
observations suggest that state C is an unstable state and decays to the stable 
state A over time.  
  State C is designed to be unstable at the motor’s rear leg: the D1-D1* 
helix is pulled backward by the short S segment, but the D2-D2* helix is 
pulled forward by the front leg, resulting in a sharp bend of the rear leg at the 
junction of both helices. Due to DNA rigidity, such a bend requires minimally 
~ 4 nucleotides in a single-strand loop-like form as found in the study of DNA 
hairpins [152]. The short D1-D1* helix–merely 6 base pairs long–is readily 
broken by the leg bend, which in turn is driven by formation of the ~ 14 base-
pairs long D2-D2* helix upon the front leg binding. State C thus decays to a 
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relaxed linear alignment of the motor’s helices along the track; re-forming the 
D1-D1* helix at the front leg further stabilizes the alignment to reach state A. 
The selective dissociation and the promoted forward binding form a 
cycle that starts and ends at the thermodynamically stable state A as shown in 
Figure 4.1(D). The fuel binding at state A induces the rear leg dissociation, 
bringing the motor to state B. After the bound fuel is cut by the enzyme, the 
forward binding leads to the unstable state C that spontaneously decays to 
state A. The cycle ABCA displaces the motor a full step towards the 
plus end and consumes one fuel molecule. 
The motor’s full-step translocation was studied by a set of operation 
experiments: first, the normal three-site track and the motor were mixed and 
incubated to form two-leg binding (state A) involving the plus-end site as well 
as the minus-end site; then the motor’s operation was started by adding the 
fuel and enzyme. The full-step translocation of the motor from state A at the 
minus-end to state A at the plus-end is confirmed by the coincidence of a 
fluorescence drop for the plus-end dye and a rise for the minus-end dye in 
Figure 4.7(A). The plus-end fluorescence drops more at 37℃ in Figure 4.7(A) 
than at 25 ℃ in Figure 4.7(B), consistent with temperature dependence of the 
forward binding experiments. The plus-end signal drop reflects the operation-
induced motor accumulation at the plus-end site, but probably underestimates 
the motor’s productive directional motion as it has a chance to dissociate a 
motor entirely from the plus end. Nevertheless, the motor’s productive 
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Figure 4.7 | Full-step operation. A. Diverting fluorescence from dyes at the 
plus-end and minus-end sites (Cy5 and FAM). B. Temperature dependence. 
The concentration was 100 nM for motor and track, and 36 M for enzyme. 
The fluorescence data are normalized to pre-operation signals. 
 




4.2.4 Control Experiments 
 
4.2.4.1 Determine recognition site for the fuel 
 
Figure 4.8 | Determine recognition site for the fuel 
 
A fuel variant with the D1* sequence deleted was added to a long-incubated 
equimolar mix of the motor and the three-site track shown in Figure 4.1(C), 
but virtually no change of the fluorescence was detected (Figure 4.8). The 
motor and track concentrations were both 100 nM, the same as for the 
experiments shown in Figure 4.7. The result indicates that the D1 segment but 
not the D2 was exposed for fuel binding. 
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4.2.4.2 Mixing-induced dilution and fluorescence 
normalization.  
 
The binding experiments (Figure 4.3), the motility experiments for selective 
dissociation (Figure 4.4), the forward binding (Figure 4.5) and the full-step 
operation (Figure 4.7) all involved a quick mixing of samples to trigger the 
process to be measured.  The mixing diluted the dye-carrying track sample, 
and caused the fluorescence of the different dyes to drop by an equal 
percentage from the pre-mixing fluorescence. This mixing-induced drop 
occurred before the start of the targeted process, which turned out to be much 
slower. Hence the fluorescence immediately after the mixing-induced drop is 
the pre-process signal against which the subsequent fluorescence may be 
compared to infer the effect of the process of interest. The fluorescence data in 
Figure 4.3-4.7 are all normalized to such a pre-process signal close to time 
zero. One example is given below for the binding experiments. Figure 4.9 
shows a close look of the fluorescence data of Figure 4.3 at early time. When 
the data for each dye are normalized to the pre-mixing signal at time zero, the 
percentage drop caused by the mixing is virtually equal for the different dyes. 
And the percentage drop of the fluorescence matches the percentage change of 
the track concentration due to the solution volume increase by the mixing. The 
fluorescence signal of each dye immediately after the mixing-induced drop is 





Figure 4.9 | Zooming in on Figure 4.3 for the early time of the binding 
experiment. The fluorescence data for each dye are normalized to the pre-
mixing signal at time zero. The vertical arrow indicates the fluorescence drop 
caused by the mixing-induced dilution, which is virtually the same percentage 
for the different dyes. The vertical arrow indicates the pre-binding signals to 
which the subsequent fluorescence data are normalized. 
 
 
4.3.1 Experimental procedure of motor and track 
fabrication 
The motors and tracks were fabricated using a self-assembly method. The 
DNA strands were first mixed stoichiometrically at 0.6 M in TAE/Mg2+ 
buffer (40mM Tris, pH 8.0), acetic acid 20mM, EDTA(2mM), and magnesium 
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acetate 12.5mM). The sample was then incubated in a heating block from 
90°C to 25°C over a period of 3 hours. The assembly products were analysed 
using native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE). The gels (4-15%, 
29:1, acrylamide: bisacrylamide) were stained with Sybr-gold stain 
(Invitrogen Technologies), and scanned by a gel-documentation system (Gel 
Doc EZ imager, BioRad). Finally, the motors and tracks were purified from 
the bands of right molecular weights using Gel Extraction Kit (QIAGEN). The 
DNA strands were all supplied by 1
st
 Base Pte Ltd (Singapore). The nicking 
enzyme N.BbvC IB was supplied by New England BioLabs. 
 
4.3.2 Fluorescence detection setup of motor motility  
The motor strands (MS1, MS2) were labelled at the 5 end with the quencher 
Iowa Black RQ. Three of the track strands (TS3, TS4, TS5) were labelled at 
the 3 end with FAM (495nm/520nm for excitation/emission wavelength), 
TYE (549nm/563nm) and CY5 (640nm/660nm), respectively. Before each 
florescence measurement (except the binding experiment), equimolar motor 
and track samples were mixed and incubated for a long time (> 10 hours) to 
form stable motor-track binding. The fluorescence measurements were all 
done using a Cary Eclipse spectrophotometer (Varian, Inc.) for submicromolar 
concentrations in a working volume of ~ 500 l. 
 
4.3.3 DNA strands and sequences 
As Figure 4.1 shows, the motor is made of two DNA strands (MS1 and MS2), 
and the track made of strands TS1–TS5. The nucleotide sequences for these 
strands were selected and optimized using NuPack software [153]. Each 
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sequence was checked for formation of secondary structures using Mfold 
software [127]; unwanted secondary structures were removed by manually 
adjusting the sequence. Below are the sequences for the DNA strands forming 
the motor and track (The star * marks a complementary sequence). 
 
4.3.3.1 Motor strands 
 
4.3.3.1.1 The normal motor as illustrated in Figure 4.1(A) 




MS2= 5- IBRQ-M*-D2-D1 (30+14+6=50mers with quencher IBRQ) 
 
4.3.3.1.2 Motor variant for the forward binding 
experiments Figure 4.5 
The D2 segment of the motor strand MS2 was mutated into a new sequence. 
The new strand, termed MS2M, may hybridize with MS1 into a hetero-pedal 
motor in the forward binding experiments.  
MS2M = M*-SD-D1 (30+14+6=50mers) with SD being 5-
GGCGGTATGCATGGG-3 
 
4.3.3.2 Fuel strand  
F=D1*-D2* (6+14=20mer) 
5-TTTACC^TCAGCCC^TCAGCAG-3 
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(^ indicates cutting points by the nicking enzyme N.BbvC IB, which 
recognizes the 7-bp CCTCAGC sequence in the fuel-leg helix and catalyses 
hydrolysis of the fuel strand) 
 
4.3.3.3 Track strands 
 
4.3.3.3.1 The normal three-site track illustrated in Figure 
4.1 and used in the operation experiments 
（Figure 4.7） 
The underline in the D2* sequence marks a point mutation that prevents the 












TS3: D4*-S-D2* (15+9+14=38mer) 
5-TATCCATGGGTACGT TTTTTTTTT TCAGCCTTCAGCAG-FAM-3 
TS4: D5*-S- D2*  (15+9+14=38mer) 
5- CCCAGCCATTATAGC TTTTTTTTT TCAGCCTTCAGCAG –TYE-3  
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TS5: D6*-S- D2*  (15+9+14=38mer) 
5-GCACAAGTAATCGCT TTTTTTTTT TCAGCCTTCAGCAG -CY5-3 
 
4.3.3.3.2 The two-site track used for the dissociation 
experiments (Figure 4.4) 
The track was assembled from strands TS2, TS4, TS5 with TS1 replaced by a 







4.3.3.3.3 Mutated track that binds the mutated motor at 
the middle site for the forward binding 
experiments (Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6) 
The track was assembled by replacing TS4 with a mutated sequence TS4M 
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We demonstrate a nanomotor capable of efficient fuel utilization by ratchet-
stroke integration. The selective dissociation is a Brownian ratchet  [37, 38, 
134] that alone can induce a discounted directional motion, as found by 
Turberfield et al. [37, 38]. Hence the ratchet, like the power stroke, must 
consume part of fuel energy to avoid violating the 2nd law. The motor drives 
both effects by a single fuel molecule at different stages of the fuel 
consumption cycle: one at binding of a fuel molecule and the other at 
subsequent cutting of the same molecule. The sequential coupling of the 
effects to the fuel consumption allows the motor to channel the fuel energy 
stepwise into directional motion for efficient fuel utilization. If either effect is 
impaired, more fuel molecules must be consumed per productive output to 
reduce the motor’s efficiency. Like biological nanomotors, this rationally 
designed motor realizes the ratchet and stroke by mechanical effects instead of 
burn-the-bridge methods [26-34, 40], providing clues on how pure mechanical 
effects enable efficient chemical energy utilization at the single-molecule level. 
Such mechanistic insights are pertinent to energy-efficient nanotechnology 
and biology, but remain hard [16, 133] to obtain from complex biological 
systems. This study also advances methods for autonomous, cost-effective and 
integrative nanomechanical control; similar methods may improve present 







Artificial nanowalkers are inspired by bimolecular counterparts from living 
cells, but remain far from comparable to the latter in design principles. 
Mechanistic biomimicry has the potential to revolutionize the design of 
nanoscale machines by capitalizing on the mechanistic solutions and 
associated science preselected by natural evolution. In this study, we 
demonstrated two nanowalkers operating on new biomimetic design principles 
by which a symmetric bipedal walker on a track of identical binding sites 
gains a direction by matching the walker’s size with against the intersite 
spacing.   
Scientifically, the first nanowalker demonstrated in this thesis breaks 
symmetry by facilitating a light-driven selective rear leg dissociation, which 
serves as a nanoratchet to rectify directional motion. Notably, the ratchet for 
intersite stepping is amplified from a local, intrasite asymmetry that involves a 
minimum of two binding components spanning merely one fifth of the 
intersite spacing and made by. The light-driven walker gains a direction by 
pure physical mechanisms that autonomously amplify an intrasite asymmetry 
into a ratchet effect. It has a distinct thermodynamic feature that it possesses 
the same equilibrium before and after operation, but generates a truly 




nonequilibrium distribution during operation. The second walker demonstrated 
in this thesis is a fuel-driven motor capable of efficient fuel utilization by a 
ratchet-stroke integration. The motor drives both effects by a single fuel 
molecule at different stages of the fuel consumption cycle: one at binding of a 
fuel molecule and the other at subsequent cutting of the same molecule. The 
sequential coupling of the effects to the fuel consumption allows the motor to 
channel the fuel energy stepwise into directional motion for efficient fuel 
utilization. This rationally designed motor realizes the ratchet and stroke by 
mechanical effects instead of burn-the-bridge methods. 
Technically, the mechanisms developed by both the light-driven and 
fuel-driven motors may be adapted to improve present nanodevices and –
motors, which often rely on burn-the-bridge methods. The light driven walker 
is advantageous for biomedical application as it is free of chemical wastes, 
remotely controlled by light, and requires a low-level UV irradiation. The 
fuel-driven walker contributes new methods for autonomous, cost-effective 
and integrative nanomechanical control, which is pertinent to future energy-
efficient nanotechnology. One the other side, the fuel-driven walker also 
provides mechanistic insights into efficient fuel utilization of single-molecule 
level, which remains hard to obtain from complex biological systems.  
 
Future efforts may be made to improve the performance of existing artificial 
nanomotors, including velocity, fuel efficiency, and run length. Effectiveness 
of driving methods and their optimal coupling with a motor’s structural design 
might be improved. New motor design principles are a future direction too. On 




autonomous chemical synthesis and transportation/assembling. The two DNA 
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